Introduction
For each index n from the set N of natural numbers, let ~n denote the regular net o/ equilateral triangles in the complex plane C, whose vertice set consists of the points In the subspace of quasiconformal mappings of the plane, there is the problem: can each ~ be approximated by ~ which are piecewise-linear with respect to Tl~? With regard to maximal dilatations, Agard's result is weaker than our theorem. This is caused by the use of a sufficient condition, which is an unnecessary limitation: to approximate by piecewise linearizations of the given mapping or of mappings composing it. Taking the ~ as ~ proves it. To apply this proposition, we take certain sufficiently smooth ~p~ with maximal dilatations K(yJ~)< K(T).
METHOD OF BEURLING AND AHLFORS. Let a quasicon/ormal mapping q~: C-->C
have maximal dilatation K(~)< V3.
Linear mappings of a triangle
A triangle in C is given by its vertices, three non-collinear points zl, z2, z36C. We 
I] 9 and ~ are quasicon/ormal, then the di//erence o/their complex dilatations is
Proo/. It is trivial to check a, b, c and x = b/a. In order to show the last result, we work with known formulas for inner "." and outer " • multiplication of 3-vectors:
Linearization of a nearly linear mapping
Let a triangle T=conv Z in C be given, and consider a continuous mapping 9: T~C.
The linearized mapping ~: C-+C for 9 with respect to T is defined as follows: 9~ is the uniquely determined linear mapping with ~3(Z)=93(Z).
If the mapping 9: T-+C is quasiconformal, then its complex dilatation n(z) equals almost everywhere in T. We want to guarantee that ~ is quasiconformal with complex dilatation ~ near n(z). Since a condition on x(z) alone would allow a subsequent conformal distortion of 9(T) and thus of 93(Z), let us try a limitation of both ~ ~z* (z) and here, the triple D satisfies IDI <elZl componentwise. Thus, we can estimate as follows:
I(E xZ).DI -< I E • I DI -<el E xZl" IZl. Next, we apply Lemma 1; the above formula and estimate will be used some lines further.
hence and finally 
= (E x Z). D + (b/a) (E x Z*). D a(E x Z). Z* + (Z* x E). D '

Nets of non-degenerating triangles
For each index hEN, let us consider a locally-finite covering ~n of (3 by triangles, such that any two different triangles of ~n intersect in a common side, in a common vertex, or not at all. The ~n will be called general nets of triangles.
The triangles of a general net can be very different in size; we want to describe the diameters of the triangles with the help of a continuous function 0.: C~R.
For any triangle T E ~n and any point z e C, put
T~: =(T-z) n (z-T): ={w~e: z+_weT}.
In fact, T~ is the largest subset of T-z which is symmetrical with respect to the origin 0.
T~ is void for z ~T E ~/n-If z e T e ~., then T~ is a non-void convex set which depends on ~n, depends continuously on z, but does not depend on the particular T chosen. We in- 
L~MM.( 3. Consider a non-degenerating sequence of nets ~n o/triangles in C. Let the symmetrical diameters On(z) converge to 0 pointwise on a dense subset of C. Then the On converge to 0 in the compact-open topology.
Approximation by smooth mappings with smaller dilatations
We are going to approximate a quasiconformal mapping q: C~C by auxiliary mappings ~p~: C->C. We require certain smoothness properties which are to be used later. Finally, a well-known normality argument ( [5] , 218) combined with the fact that our convergence is derived from a topology, leads to the conclusion that the ~ approximate 99. 
